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   5 with Us-Truth-1Power (lyrics) 

(intro/guitar) “One Love” 

 

Hook 

5 with us, vibe n’ trust ( 3 times)….truth one power just… (whole thing twice) 

Verse 1 

Real Brothahood is deep, we be the word we keep 

Saving lives with knowledge ballers college gotta teach (love the) 

Moment God’ll love you back n’ nobody needs permission ta 

Feel better every second is the essence of the mission 

 

Sleepers look around when you visit nobody’s trippin’ 

On the skin space or ground cookin’ food in the kitchen 

Think of every life as individually vision from a most high experience (through U ) a 
probable decision. 

(Quantum Physics says, that probability is what we are all really working with…that’s how God 
gets to us…or in concept at least…through even farrrrther away than molecules and atoms…so, 
as with in “stacking probabilities” in financial market trading…we do the same with our 
minds…build or destroy) 

Nobodys here to catch the lie condone the stolen true to fly 

Who’s the girl? Oh a child. (Owlin) 3 6 to share the 5 

What it really is is not opinions motivate apply (or “a fly” is cool) 

Take courage use the pen memorize n’ reach the sky 

 

Chain flashin’ nations form foundations 

Keep it you (peace to “My G” ) follow through cuz life takes patience 

And even cash has to face this reality satellite one love station 
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Hook 

5 with us, vibe n’ trust ( 3 times)….truth one power just… (all twice) 

 

Verse 2 

Rejoice the Heavenly voice talks in 2 U n’ U 

Reset the day holds true Owlin Uncles say they knew (which they did, certain life lessons just 
hold true for all of us) 

Be encouraged, simple kind a read is food for the mind 

Left a clue of 2, but we need another follow through 

 

Things ain’t what they seem (God only knows so relax) even strong arms that organize (to us 
that’s like the “Na’l edge bit”…it’s knowledge…know the edge for yourself, not to appear like 
the historical oppressor, and everybody sees that now…respect the blessings) 

He knows the total structure of the hype n’ all the future lies 

To use it for the good just relax the friendly skies 

The living biz is temporary find some ways to energize 

 

If it’s difficult, God is getting (ya) ready for the rescue 

Bless U, Wu n’ D (or “indeed” is cool) carry on the C’est crews 

Presence is the prime (it’s a ) Run Game survive draw on any true 

Need to learn the lessons or they find U (this 4 bars has Purple love written all ooooovah it my 
Brothaz n’ Sistahz…so be encouraged in tha love….peace) 

 

One truth instead of negative attitude 5 “power by the hour” props ta’ Pre avenues (“you 
know me?) 

(let’s) relax about the bite it plays itself might insight people’s fight nothin’ a gratitude 
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Hook 

5 with us, vibe n’ trust ( 3 times)….truth one power just…(whole thing twice) 

 

(outro) “Peace, don’t trust a 5 without the 3 6 4 people, it’s build or destroy. One world” (this 
means that just negativity without love, discernment, and discipline is out a’ control….we learn 
from the G’s who keep they crews goin’ and all that…like the original MC battles where leaders 
“pull the team back together” afterwards…way to go!!! Ya know!!!) 

 

(extra thoughts)….we notice all this “25” and “2X”, “2 for 5” stuff in the media, and since it’s 

effecting everybody’s minds, we thought to say a few lines (peace to “gotta say mines line for 

line”) about our perspective of how things are goin’…(the rap is just a way to talk about things, 

and my/our compadres would always prefer it to be communicated (for me at least), in a flow, 

or something that I will remember, so the work we have done to solve Running games riddles, 

can be close when we need to address a moment…here’s an example of our thought…if we 

were to say historically speaking about the B game topic….“hey, look at these two kids at a 

private school, and look at these two kids growing up in the hood”, then “wait a minute, what’s 

everybody payin’ attention to all this for?”…”look at allll these kids and doubles and 

stories”!!!!..”That’s the point, not some ONE person creating idolatry”….”that’s right…we 

back!”  “and God is above all of it”…(knows everything) ”something is miraculous or very 

different to take notice of…even be inspired by”…and the years went by, as factions started to 

have their opinions/arguments about “what IT is”…well, the reality of the situation, when you 

see it from God’s perspective is, “25” is definitely not “100”…splitting the kids into quarters is 

“not how it’s supposed to be”…how it went, is just the lesson of the story, that we can learn 

from, as the factions argued it out…the Word of God holds true…which is why we have to say, 

“Heyyyy, wait a minute…that’s 75% there too Mr., and not only that…here’s a satellite aware 

(1love truth) 5---3—6—4--- to ya”…All the numbers are God’s, and they show themselves in 

moments or relationships in life as ex: 3 (love), 4 (discipline/clockwork), 5 (truth/power/fight 

for your mind), 6 (chafe from wheat)…I have heard that 7 is “the number of completion)…I’m 

no expert, just in this humble experience…some of the Rap Brothas learned these numbers in 
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they life, with reeeeeal difficult circumstances, is why “love is love” in rap is so important. We 

help eachother…! 1 Word!!! Soooooo actually, it’s about evvvveeeerrrrybody, we all have a say, 

and we would like the whole thing to do that now…because focusing on individuals for a 

touchstone or departure point is good, but we have to all work together, that’s how the 

“strength in numbers” works…(also, by the way, to any movie folks who can hear us, “please 

don’t disrespect our ‘Buster’ talk…or the other loving stuff we say…why take something that 

was out of love, and make it negative…we need to help eachother, there is a real evil out there 

that wants to ruin the thang…which is why things went the way it went so covertly…”That’s 

Gangsta N**ga”…(as some of our Compadres would say comfortably)…everybody has their way 

of expressing Brothahood…be encouraged…peace 

 


